
“Discovering Joao Pessoa”  

Joao Pessoa, capital of Paraiba, was founded in 1585 and has a population of 
600.000 inhabitants. This is a beautiful city surrounded by charme. The city 
centre, where most of its baroque churches are located, is about 7 km away 
from the beaches and the coastal area is fully preserved. * Tambaú, Manaíra 
and Cabo Branco beaches assemble different hotels and restaurants. There are 
dazzling beaches of quiet waters and reefs.  

Day 1 
Arrival to Joao Pessoa and transfer to the selected hotel. City tour visiting the main 
attractions of one of the greenest cities in the world. We will go past * Tambau,

 

Manaíra and Cabo Branco beaches, where we will visit the Cabo Branco Lighthouse, 
considered the easternmost point in America. Afterwards, visit to the historical side of 
the city (the 3rd oldest of Brazil) with stop at the Sao Francisco centre. We will also go 
past “Solon de Lucena” Park, “Three Powers Square”, Cathedral, “Sao Bento 
Monastery” and “Our Lady of Carmo Church”, among others. On the way back, stop at 
the Paraibano Artisans Market. 
Free evening.  

Day 2 
Breakfast and tour to the beaches of Tambau, Manaíra, Bessa and Internares. Visist to 
the Marine Turtles Project. We will continue along Camboinha and Formosa beaches to 
the (portuaria) city of Cabedelo, where we will visit Santa Catarina Fort and the 
starting point of Tranzamazonica.  
On the way back, stop for lunch and free time for a swim.  

Day 3 
Breakfast and sailing from Tambau

 

beach to Picaozinho ponds (a true paradise in the 
middle of the ocean). We will feed the fish and enjoy a swim in the warm waters. 
Evening free.  

Day 4 
Breakfast and transfer to Camboinha to embark for the paradisiac Red Sand Island 
(with its red sand shoal that forms natural pools). On the way back, stop for lunch. 
Stroll to the fresh water beach of Jacaré, located on the Paraiba River. Free time for a 
walk along the pedestrian street and visit to the bars by the river. We will give the 
daily farewell to the Sun while listening to the “Ravel Bolero”. 
There are no words to express the beauty of this magical moment.  

Day 5 
Breakfast and at the stated time transfer to the airport for departure.  
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